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'Twelfth Night' Opens
8-Show Run Tonight

SEATTLE Spectator UNIVERSITY
Vol. XXXII.

Seattle, Washington, Friday, April 24,1964
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Senators Face Long Agenda

First on the agenda is consideration of the senate reform
bill. The senate will vote on two
allotments, one to the Chieftain
plete as much business as pos- Guard and the other for ASSU
sible, the starting time has been officers' emblems. The legislamoved up to 6 p.m. from the tors will consider three appointusual 7 p.m. The meeting will ments: The new executive secbe in the Chieftain conference retaries, the chairmen of the
special events committee and
room.
Mick McHugh's appointment of
A SUDDEN RUSH of business
has brought nine new bills and
one holdover from last week's
three-hour meeting before the
senators for their consideration.
Alsoon the agendaare numerous reports including those of
the outgoing ASSU officers. Included in the officers' reports
Bids for the junior-seniorprom
is Kip Toner's financial report "Camelot" go on sale Monday
which was cut short by the and Tuesday in the Chieftain
PLAY PRACTICE: Herman Marciel (left), Jane Dobyns senators last week for lack of for seniors. Seniors are allotted
125 bids.
time.
and Robert Lee are shown in a rehearsal.
By MIKE PARKS
The student senate faces another long meeting Sunday.
To enable the senators to com-

Dan Leahy as election coordinator.

ALSO UP FOR discussion are
the creation of two new committees and the enlargement of a
third. The senate will also consider Standing Rule 20 which
would require a bill to be reviewed by one of the senate's
standing committees during the
week following its introduction.

Bids for Junior Prom
To Be Sold Next Week

"Twelfth Night" begins a
our-weekend run at 8:30
.m. today at Teatro Inigo.
The Shakespearean comdy will be staged on Friay and Saturday nights
ntil May 16.

versary. His birth date is traditionally said to be April 23.
1564. The play was first staged
at the end of the sixteenth century and the first known print-

ing was published in 1623.
LEADING ROLES are portrayedby JimNaiden asMalvolio and Jane Dobyns as Viola.
BELLA EDIDIN of San Other main parts are playedby
rancisco designed the players' Susan Cooper, Nancy Walton
ostumes. She recently finished and Brian Templeton.
te costuming and stage design
Fr. James Connors, S.J., head
for "The Flower and the of the speech and drama dept.,
Peach," performed by the Fes- will direct the comedy. AdmisPlayers of Oakland, Calif, sion is 75 cents with a student
c play was chosen in com- body card and $1.25 without a
loration of Shakespeare's card.Reservations maybe made
hundredth birthday anni- by calling EA 3-9400, Ext. 215.

P

Prone:

An additional 125 bids will be
made available to juniors April
29-30. Remaining bids will be
sold to members of any class on
May 1. Sale will be on a first
come first served basis.
The price of the bid is $12
and includes dinner for two,
rental of a tuxedo and punch
served during the dance. If students have their own tuxedos,
the bid can be purchased for $9.
The three-day filing period for spring quarters elections of Black or white tuxedos are
senators and class officer will begin Monday under a newly-ap- available. Pastel dinner jackets
pointed election board coordinator.
can be acquired by paying an
extra $1.
Filing will be from 12:30-1:30
The formal dinner-dance will
p.m. in the ASSU office. The resigned Wednesday after he anfiling peirod ends at 1:30 p.m. nounced his intention to run for be May 8 at InglewoodGolf and
senior class office. Leahy served Country Club. Sue Heguy and
Wednesday.
on the election board last year. Gary Brumbaugh are co-chairThe appointment will be con- men.
MICK McHUGH, ASSU president-elect announced the ap- sidered by the student senate at
pointment of Dan Leahy, this its meetingSunday.
'Potpourri' Tonight
A copy of the ASSU Election
year's homecoming chairman,
Code,
The
Bob Frlsque Trio trill
govthe rule book which
as election board coordinator.
provide the music for the
He replaces Terry Dood who erns allASSU elections, is avail"Potpourri" dance from 9
able to prospective senate and
p.m.-mtdnight in theChieftain
class candidates in the ASSU
tonight
office.
Admission is SO cents stag
UNDER THE new system,
and 75 cents date.
particular
candidates file for a
All clubs participating in
class on the basis of thenumber
the scavenger hunt must send
of quarters theyhavecompleted.
one member of their team to
Anne was in an automobile acciThere will be a meeting of all
a meeting at 1:15 p.m. today
dent. The Volkswagen in which the candidates next Wednesday hi the Cheiftain lounge, acshe was a passenger slipped on at 1:30 p.m.in the Chieftain concording to Steve Williams,
icy roads in Oregon and hit ference room. Candidates must
chairman.
The hunt will beonly
another car. She received
attend or send a representative gin at 1:30 p.m.
minor cuts and bruises from this or be disqualified.

Filing for Senate, Class
Posts to Begin Monday

Coed Recovers After Mishap

By PAT WELD
Anne Berrigan, a 19-yearold freshman, left for her
home in Walla Walla last
Wednesday after spending
12 days inProvidence Hospital as a result of a serious back injury.
The pretty, brunette coed
slipped while running down a
lawn and fell backwards against
a concrete wall about 18 inches
wide and three feet high, according to Miss Agnes Reilly,
dean of women. The accident
occurred off campus on the
morning of April 11.
A SEATTLE bone specialist
who treated Anne at Provi-

dence described her injury
as a compression fracture of
the spine. He said although she
was partially paralyzedat first,
this condition is disappearing.
With proper treatment, the doctor indicated Anne would have accident.
Anne, who was a French mato remain in a body cast for
about three months, but should jor, is the daughter of Mr. and
not sustain any permanent in- Mrs.James Berrigan.Miss Reiljury.

Sen. Fred Dore
To Talk Tuesday

Diplomat John B. Mills
To Speak on Segregation
John Brent Mills, Consul-General of South Africa and author,
will speak today at 1:30 p.m.

Aud.
tßannan
Mills will give his views on
segregation,particularly

hisreasons why South Africa cannot be
successfully integrated.

SENATOR DORE, a Demowill attend the noon Mass
in the Chieftain lounge. He will
be introduced to students until
2 p.m. in the Chieftain.
"The Challenge of the 60's in
the Congressional Race" is the
subject of a speech he will give
at the Young Democrats meeting at 7:30 p.m. in Barman Aud.
The meeting is open to the
crat,

public.
After serving 12 years in the
State Legislature, Senator Dore
is now a practicing attorney.

HE WAS born at Capetown,
South Africa and has an M.A.
in English literature from the
University of Capetown.
Mills entered the South Afri-

can Service in 1946. Since then
he has worked in London, Madrid, Pretoria and Rome. He is
now stationed in San Francisco
with his wife and three children.
Waiting for the Sunrise is a
novel written by Mills, that is
based on his wartime experiences. From 1940-44, he served

ly said Anne's parents indicated

This mishap was the third and she would return to S.U. next
most serious in a series of in- fall.
juries to the Marycrest resident
since coming to S.U. Last October, Anne broke a toe when
she dropped an iron on it.
ON HER WAY to California
with several other S.U. coeds
during Christmas vacation,
State Senator Fred Dore
will be on campus Tuesday as
part of his campaign for a seat
in the House of Representatives.

Correction:
JOHN BRENT MILLS

in East and North Africa and
was a prisoner of war in Italy.
Other publicationsby Mills include radio plays and literary

criticism.

The Spectator erred last
Friday in a story which said
the President's Banquet will
start at 6:30 p.m. May 3.
The correct time is 6 p.m.
The banquet will be at
Rosellini's Four-10.

FANCY HAM: Mitzi Taylor, Bellarmine dietition, checks
over a uniquely decorated ham that was part of an S.U.
display at a restaurant food exhibition at the Seattle
Center.
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Editorial

Issues, Answers Match
In today's issue of the Journeyman, student
writershave probed some of the riddles of higher
education, in general, and our own academic
system, in particular.
Althoughentirely unintentional, several of the
contributors have concerned themselves with
issues which are of paramount concern to the
faculty core revision committee. The committee
has met almost daily for the past two weeks
in an effort to have an ideal, and yet workable,
curriculum proposal by May 15.

point. It has not yet reached, however, as favorable a decision on the question as that voiced
by Haycox. Serious drawbackshave been found
in such areas as student motivation, grading

and teacher attitudes.
A FINAL POINT COVERED by Neal Dawson
in his discussion of American and European
universities (see pg. 5) is the perennial question of grades. Dawson mentions the European
tradition of "honors" and "pass" grades, another subject exactly paralleling core curriculum considerations. Again, this subject has been
discussed at length this week among faculty
members, who seem to feel the present grading
system of A, B, C, D and E far from ideal. This
possibly may be another area of revision insystems

JACK McGANN'S ARTICLE (see pg. 3) calling for an integrationof the historical and systematicmethods of teachingphilosophyreaffirms
an early decision of the core committee. While
details of the new plan are still forthcoming,
cluded in their final proposal.
If the quality and caliber of honorable and legitimate McGann's basic argument has been adopted by
While the similarity was quite by accident,
economics,
why,
a university is to be evidenced method of
then
the committee.
articles seem to lend even more proof to
these
in the mature and informed one may question, did Leo XIII
A foremost consideration of the revision group
the opinion that the new curriculum proposal,
judgments of its students, then write his social encyclical if not
this week has been the sectioning of classes acwhen it is made on May 15, will be more than
this university's prestige took to point to the degrading aspects cording
ability
by
Haycox
just a token effort at revision. The committee
to
as
discussed
Steve
an unfortunate step in regres- of capitalism?
(see pg. 6). Fr. Armand Nigro has prepared
apparently concerned itself with fundamenhas
Hardy
In
Miss
apregarding
two
addition
sion if the
articles
extensive list of advantages and disadvantal questions being asked by many members of
an
display
some
inconsistpears
to
the drama '"ElCondor" in Wedconsidering point by
the University community.
nesday's edition ofThe Spectator ency in her diatribe.Is it a great tages which members are
are representative of its stud- America, an America of which
ents. It is my hope that most of the authoress feels proud, which
themembersof the student body can produce the following judgare more enlightened and ma- ment of its citizen: ".
most
ture than the authoress, who I American tourists ought to be
am afraid has displayed more confined to the continental Unitimmaturity and ignorance than ed States as their attitudes and
perception of evaluation. Mani- manners displayed abroad often
fest ignorance
there is no well warrant thehiss of 'Yankee,
more accurate term is to be go home. In addition, many
I was shocked by the acid in the play, communism lives it happens to be quite nebulous
found in the characterization of members of our diplomatic
of "El Condor" com- and matures on thenourishment andexists on a plane just a step
criticism
might
be
corps
up
organitheMoral Re-Armament
well
locked
of hatred. This I, and many above reality, but nevertheless it
posed
by
cells,
one of our coeds.
zation as Latin, which it is not. in padded
or at least conothers Ihope, perceived in the should be heeded. It consists of
Thecourse in elementarylogic fined to institutions for chronic
Her sneer on the quality of presentation the theme that was honesty, truth and love between
here at S.U. has instructed us alcoholics or the demented"? the play was a gross exaggera- meant to be there anti-corrup- all men a true moral re-armathat argumentum ad hominem What form of respect and ad- tion. It was announced on all tion and anti-hate, or in simpler ment.
is one of the weakest forms of miration can one justly have for the posters that it was a play terms, anti-immorality.
Roger Hennagin
argumentation. Yet one reads: a nation such as this, whose written and enacted by univer"You, who still have head-hunt- citizens are as delineated?
sity students; there was not a
THEY DID not criticize the
ers and cannibals in your land,
In conclusion it ought to be professional actor in the cast. American way of life nearly as
and whose entire continent has mentioned that Miss Hardy's It would be absurd to think that much as Miss Hardy did hernever had at any time even the articles are a disappointment. the students at S.U. could write self, but rather professed in a
semblance of a stable govern- An individual such as the au- and produce a play with the light of high disparagement
ment
." Is the authoress thoress, who has been given the dexterity of professionals. Thus their own faults
those of
unable to develop her argu- opportunity to participatein this I must conclude that anyone their countrymen. and
It is beyond
mentation without resort to this University's Honors Program, who entered Pigott Auditorium my comprehensionhow this selfdefense?
should be expected to exhibit with any hope of witnessing a revilement could possibly be
Capitalism, we are told, is "a more maturity of thought than theatrical
triumph was literally construed to be anti--American
legitimate and honorable method she has evidenced in her two "off his rocker."
propaganda.
of economics. The authoress as- articles. As a former member
The article in Wednesday's
serts her pride that she is both of this program I feel that I IT APPEARS, however, that
an American and a capitalist. I can assert that the opinions of the great mistake Miss Hardy Spectator detracted from the
would like to point out that the Miss Hardy are no indication made a week ago was her fail- American way of life more than
latter is a virtual impossibility. of the type of academic expe- ure to attend the reception that "El Condor" itself did, and beWhile there may be capitalists rience which she is, or should followed the play. Maybe a cause of this fact was the closthing to Communist propain the realm of theory, there is be but unfortunately is not
chance to talk with some of the est
ganda that Ihave ever read.
hardly a capitalist in the true undergoing.
actor-studentswouldhave solved
expose of the American
sense of the word to be found
Frederich F. Bunch
her misinterpretation of the Her
among us today. The economic
messagebehind the play. At the "inferiority complex" doesmore
to create that feeling than anystructure prevalent in this counreception we had a chance to thing
else Ihave read.
try is not capitalistic; yet neithBrazilians,
but
talk not only to
er is it socialistic but rather a
French-Canadians, a girl
also
to
modified capitalism, which is
THE REAL error in the artifrom South Africa, a girl from
only nominally so in some reBelgium, and even a couple of cle was the statement that as
spects.
To the editor:
American students from Cornell students these people would be
In response to the article by and Princeton who have devoted far better off to stay home and
Here Ibelieve the authoress
has been led more by cliches in Miss Fredda Hardy regarding their lives to this cause. This study. What could possibly be
avowing her adherence to the play "El Condor," Iwould exposes the fallacy in carrying wrong with an attempt to imbue
capitalism than she has been like to express my gratitude. I the blame to South America. other people with the ideals that
guidedby a reasoned defense of would like to thank Miss Hardy Moral Re-armament is a world- you believe in? We would be in
her position. In defense of my for giving us, at her expense, a wide movement that includes a sorry state if Madison and
position Irefer to a publication classic example of the sort of more North Americans than Hamilton and Patrick Henry
of the Harvard economist John stupidity and thoughtlessnes people from any other continent. had not exposed their beliefs to
Kenneth Galbraith, Economics that has jeopardized many of
The motif of the play was only the public. And what if Christ
and the Art of Controversy, in our friendships abroad.
studied Sanskrit instead of
anti-capitalist
or anti-Yankee in had
preaching his message?
which he has argued that such
Iwould like to thank Miss
capitalism
so
far
lead
to
may
as
devotion to capitalism as has Hardy, also, for galloping (almoral decay. To this same exAs Isee it, the message of
been presented by Miss Hardy beit blind with rage) through
it was anti-Communist be- these Latin-Americans is well
tent
issue,
platihoping
that,
verbiage
is more of a
this
in the cause, just
of
as was made clear worth publicizing. It is true that
tudes than an meaningful dis- dust of her ire, lines will be
cussion of ideas. Moreover, if drawn and stands taken that
capitalism (again in the true otherwise might have been
sense of the term as it is known stifled by indifference.
Ruth Polhemus
in its historical setting is an
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THESPECTATOR-JOURNEYMAN

The Useless Art of Questioning
Philosophy Made Useful by anIntegrated Approach
Thomistic Synthesis Complemented byHistorical Objectivism
By JACK McGANN
Philosophy need not excuse its presence in any school or in any man's life.
The only justification for philosophy
is that man is a philosophizing animal.
The forces which push man to philosophize have generated and sustained the
whole history of philosophy. Justification is not to be found in any sort of
utility in our profit and loss world; indeed, philosophy, along with many other
"liberal arts," might well be rechris-

tened one of the "useless arts."
Only the teaching of philosophy can
defend philosophy. When the pseudoproblem of the utility of philosophy no
longer rises in the student's mind, then
and only then, has the teacher accomplished his end. For he will have struck
a responsive chord in his studentplucked the strings of man's insatiable
curiosity— where all philosophy begins.
Perpetual Query

The history of philosophy is rooted in
wonder— so too is the chart of the individual's personal philosophic journey.
Like Socrates and gadfly, the teacher of
philosophy must be perpetually asking
questions, for as Jaspers says in his
Introduction to Philosophy, "To philosophize is to be en route. The questions
in philosophy are more essential than the
answers, for each answerbecomes anew

question."

PRECISELY WHAT THEN does a professor of philosophy teach? Must he
dedicate his career to asking questions
and never answering them? O should

he propose a specific set of answers or
several sets? In sum, what should the
philosophy curriculum encompass?
There are two basic approaches to the
resolution of this problem, the "historical" or diffused curriculum, and the

"dogmatic" or concentrated curriculum.
The choice of words matters less than
the underlying fact that, in its pure form,
the "historical" approach attempts to
trace the development of ideas through
various philosophers, whereas the "dogmatic" curriculum focuses upon one
philosophy, such as Kantianism, or one
philosophic bias, such as realism or
idealism. Each of these has its faults
and its goodqualities.

BOLDLY STATED, any philosophical nialof historical value arises the systemquandary seems trivial. Why are there atic curriculum. Motivated by a convicmany rabbits instead of one ideal rabbit? tion that one system has a hardy grasp
Only the clear vision of men struggling of the basic principles of true speculato resolve a question can impress the tion, the "dogmatic approach denies the
sheer force of the problem, its ramifica- value of historical method, in proposing
tions and implications, upon the unsus- its "system" as the main source of philpecting student. The depth of a concept osophical truth.
is never sounded by one man; it took
It is true that such a dogmatic apSpinoza and Leibnitz to evolve the full proach eliminates problems arising from
implications of the Cartesian "clear and the historical method. There is no dandistinct" idea, Malebranche and Berke- ger of sterile eclecticism. No dogmatic
ley to demonstrate the disastrous effect teacher is ever likely to propose to his
of Cartesian dualism, Hume and Kant class that one solution is as good as
to ascend the twin peaks of Cartesian another. Further, the dogmatic professkepticism and distrust of systematic sor can offer to his students the experi"dogmatic" philosophy.
ence of seeing a man who is totally
committed to a philosophical idea, an
single
formulation,
single
insight,
A
a
may seem to be innocuous in one man's experience which the history teacher,
hands, yet in another's can become a per se, cannot offer. The student can
devastatingscythe, sweepingawayevery
value. No man ever exhausts an Idea.
Ideas are seminal, liable to take root
and blossom in many different ways.
We are told that a tree is known by
its fruits. Idon't think that man can
uncover a clearer philosophicalcriterion.
Yet the adoption of such a criterion,
simple as it appears, necessitates a revolution in pedagogical method. If the
student is to acquire a living sense of
the force of a philosophical problem,
he must confront the living answers of
philosophers. For great answers to great
questions are above all productive of
more questions. Considered from this
point of view, the historical approach to
philosophy is an absolute necessity.
The use of suchan historical approach
implies a responsibility on the part of
the teacher to consider each philosopher
not as a man with some extraordinarily
silly ideas, but as a man radically involved with the problems of his day.
be profoundly impressed by the presence
Yet, if the historical method offers ina man who is struggling with probof
calculable advantages to the student, it lems in the classroom, by the presence
alsocan be a source of incalculable men- of a philosopher philosophizing.
ace. The very essence of such a program, the multiple answers to one quesIN THIS CONTEXT, the "dogmatic"
tion, looms as a discouraging fact in the
can also communicate to his stuteacher
eyes of many.
dents the force and depth of the problems with which he, as a philosopher, is
Menace of the Skeptic
confronted.
The systematic philosopher
Throughout 2,000 years of philosophy can perform successfully the task of
no substantial agreement has been philosophy, by inspiring that all-imporreached— no more common argument for tant sense of philosophical wonder.
skepticism has been offered; what in one
However, dogmatic philosophy of this
sense constitutes the very essence of genre
can also easily degenerate into
philosophy, its historical development, sterility.
For to be successful, this methis transmuted by the skeptic to the very
od
demands
true philosophers for teachof
philosophy.
seeds of the destruction
repetition
ers.
Mere
of "truths," the
Consequently, if the historical method is ideas of
Master, the Angelic Doctor,
the
to be used, its primary danger, skeptithe savant of Koenigsburg, will never
cism, must be overcome.
inspire a student. Further, if this methThe danger of skepticism is directed od is not to defeat its own purpose, the
toward the student, yet the causes of philosopher-teacher must be truly open
this rest in the attitude of the teacher. to the questions and ideas of others on
For it remains to the professor to avoid the problems with which he is struggling.
losing the path to profitable study of the If he is not, then for him the problem
history and wanderinginto a dangerous is no longer a problem if the teacher
eclecticism. The sterile eclectic profes- has the answer, he cannot communicate
sor is probably the primary cause of curiosity about the question.
widespread philosophical skepticism.
Death of Philosophy
The historical approach to philosophy
Dogmatism, in the pejorative sense
must ground itself on the truth that no
philosopher is ever completely wrong.
of the word, is the death of philosophy.
The answers are presented as conclusTHE MOST CONVENIENT solution to ive, no questions can be asked— and
the demands made by the historical furthermore, there is no work left for
method is to abandon it. Out of the de- the disciple or the student to accomplish.

He may fill in the gaps, mortar the
chinks In the wall, but there will be no
new entrances, no new ideas. We can
only anticipate the complete system.
Systematization of this sort is also the
death of the teaching of philosophy because, if it is presented as complete
truth, and the student, having already
accepted it, suddenly finds a chink in
the wall or a gap unfillable, then the
whole edifice tumbles. And with the
fall of the "truth" goes the fall of the
student's confidence in philosophical
truth and in philosophy itself. The disastrous dismissal of this illusion of complete truth is the most profound cause
of bitter philosophical and psychological
skepticism.
WE HAVE SEEN THAT the abuse of
both methods of teaching philosophy is
bound to result in skepticism. The abuse
in both cases consists of the attempt to
"purify" the method, to bring it beyond
the grounds wherein it is valid. No one
philosophy is the essence of philosophy,
nor is the history of philosophy.
What then remains as a method for
a school which is founded upon the conviction that truth is attainable, and that
the proper method of philosophyis found
in the thought of one man, St. Thomas?
Historical Ojectivfcm
We must prevent the curriculum of Seattle University from becoming a sterile
dispenser of prepackaged truth. What is
needed is a good dose of historical objectivism to awaken the student to the
fact that St. Thomas was not the only
philosopher with a grasp on truth.
YET WE CANNOT DENUDE ourselves of the advantage of the Thomistic
synthesis. We must build a curriculum
which encompasses the advantages and
avoids the perils of historicism and dogmatism. It is a narrow path between
rigid systematism and sterile eclectism,
but one we must walk if we are to teach
philosophy as a liberal art, a freeing art.

—

JACK McGANN is from New York,
and is a senior majoring in philosophy.
He spent hia first ttvo years here in the
University's Honors Program,
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Why

Not for Theology
Not for Philosophy

a Catholic Unive

able framework for all knowledge, or 2) must exist: 1) The primary aim of CathIf
it fitted the Catholic faith perfectly, olic education must be spiritual, that is,
may be bad form for a writer to bewhile all other philosophies violated it the promotion of spiritual well-being
gin an essay by stating the opinions in
among the students, and theology must
some important respect.
expressedtherein are tentative and highemployed as the primary means, or
be
presclearlynot
The first condition is
ly subject to modification, but that is
The
end of Catholic education must
2)
validity
the philosophy's
is a matter
exactly what Iintend to do, for this entlively
be academic, that is, the production of
men,
intelligent
of
among
debate
article represents the present state of a
intelligent
by means of a curricuprivateinquiry into the whys and oughts and it fails (or often succeeds only after lum that men
uniquely
Catholic because it
is
considerably),
being
to account
modified
of Catholic education.
integrates all knowledge by means of
knowledge.
explain
for
and
all
As it is considered here, Catholic eduAs for the second, it is true that St. theology. If neither of these conditions
cation will be taken to mean education
theology can be regarded
has become somewhat the unof- exists, then
in a Catholic university. Iwish to make Thomas
among
one
the several parts of the
as
Church,
and
philosopher of the
or imply no judgments about Catholic ficial
is
a main tool total intellectual picture that a univerphilosophy
that
Scholastic
grade or high schools. Nor do Iintend
must present— in other words, a libof the Church's theologians. But other sity
to make any judgment on the quality philosophies
eral
art.
systems
philosophical
and
of education provided in Catholic exist within the
Concerning the first condition, it seems
and
continue
to
Church
am trying to investigate
schools. What I
understanding doubtful that the direct aim of Catholic
is the reason for Catholic education, that contribute to the Church's
Augusthe
followersof
is, the specific aim or activity which dis- of itself— witness
Duns
Scotus.
tine
and
tinguishes the Catholic university from
Today's
thinkers furnish furall others, and justifies its existence in a ther proof Catholic
that
Thomism
is not the only
agencies
support
world where other
can
position.
Gabriel
Marcel and
Catholic
equallygood curricula.
Teilhard de Chardin are both great nonMy inquiry was inspired by the faculty Thomistic Catholic thinkers. Some of
core revision committee's treatment of the very greatest Catholic philosophers
the first proposition set before it. That have tried to compensate for the defiproposition, as reported by The Specta- ciencies of Thomism by integrating it
tor, was, "We should accept as self-eviwith the best insights of other philosodent that the distinct and essential fea- phies.
ture of the core curriculum at S.U. is the
Aristotelian-Thomistic philosophy." The
that the committee did not
committee rejected the propositionby a
say the Arlstotellan-Thomistic philnearly unanimous vote.
osophy shouldbe dropped,but only concluded that it was neither the indis- education is the salvation of souls. CerALTHOUGH the committee'sdelibera- pensable integrator nor the raison tainlyit is the ultimate aim of the whole
tions on that first proposition were not d'etre of the Catholic school. Nobody Church, but education, unlike prayers
made public, it is clear the action was has
that the Scholastic tradition and fasting, is an activity ordered to
wise. Aristotelian-Thomistic philosophy is a denied
significant one, or that the method other action that may become direct
could justifiably be the distinctive and isa valuable tool, or that a Catholic uni- means to salvation; education in itself,
essential feature of a Catholic curricu- versity should continue the Scholastic however, is a means to more enlightened
lum only if 1) It were so obviously valid tradition. Aristotelian-Thomistic phil- performance in the here and now.
that it received universal assent and so osophy was simply judged to be less
Even if the end of education is not priall-encompassing as to be an indispens- than essential to a Catholic curriculum. marily spiritual, it still might be thought
that theology courses in a school curHOW THIS JUDGMENT should be im- riculum are aimed primarily at the spirplemented is not immediately clear. itual well-being of students. Yet the
Even if the Aristotelian-Thomistic sys- theology courses we now experience are
tem is dispensable, it might still furnish clearly more intellectual than devotiongood material for courses designed to al, and it would seem nearly impossible
improve student's analytical and critical to justify the giving of college credit for
power; it might still serve, for students any course that did not stress the intelinterested in actually learning philoso- lectual elements.
Furthermore, if emphasis were shifted,
phy, as a good ground from which to
exploreother philosophies.
say, to parish life or the lay apostolate,
But it clearly does not need to be then calling it theology that is, the
study of revelation and its treatment by
taught in great length and at great effort
to every student in a Catholic school. the Church— would scarcely be justified.

It

—

Note

—

Perhaps philosophy could be required
in smaller doses, allowing every student
contact with philosophy through one or
two general problem courses, and then
reserving the more specialized matter
for the interested and competent.

most people, theology, not philosophy, is Catholic education's identiFor
that
fying trait. Many have said, in
fact,

theology should be the real integrator,
the "core" of the Core.
If theology is the essential feature of
Catholic education one of two conditions

AS FOR THE SPIRITUAL effect of

present theology courses, it
a little too harsh to say that

is perhaps
the fact so
many people survive theology courses
with their faith intact is proof faith is
a gift from God and not an act of the
intellect alone. But it is at least unlikely
that much religious fervor is gained
from studying for a multiple-choice theologyexam.
It appears that theology as a set of
coherent ideas really does have an academic orientation. Thus we can consider

the second condition under which the-

ology can be the identifying trait of
Catholic education— that is, theology is
the means by which all other disciplines

are integrated.

is difficult position establish
Thomas
This
if one agrees with
when
the first science
a
to
St.
Even
he says theologyis
(or the Science of First Things), he need
not regard it as the integrator of all

other sciences. Theology, even according to St. Thomas, is the first science because it regards ultimate causes and ultimate ends, not because it guides and
integrates all other studies. If theology
were to be the great integrator it would
have to take the content of all other
disciplines into account, or at least furnish a framework upon which the content of all disciplines could be placed
or evaluated.
THAT IT DOES NOT take them into
account is obvious; no theologian to my
knowledge has tried to achieve a synthesis of sociology and psychology, or
of physics and mathematics by means

of revelation.
Just as there cannot be Catholic
truth and non-Catholic truth, but only
truth, so must there not be a Catholic

synthesis and a non-Catholic synthesis,
but only truth. Thus the data that
makes up scientific and liberal arts disciplines is either true or false on its
own merit, and the relations among
facts must be established only by induction, not a priori by a definitionderived from some higher science.
Religiondoes furnish a framework for
integrating practical and moral judgments; but theology, a science, is not
equivalent to religion, which is a system
of worship based on revealed propositions and coordinated by some central
authority. Religion,for a Christian man,
must influence his moral judgments,
but it cannot color or determine his action in fields which faith does not take
into account.
So it seems theology is not the great
integrator but is instead, as Fr. Webster
Patterson, S.J., described it (Journeyman, Jan. 31), an intellectual discipline,
a liberal art. As a liberal art, of course,
it is different things to different people
to the non-believer it is a study of the
cultural heritage of Western civilization.
To the believer it is that plus an addition
to the body of knowledge which he holds

—

on the premises of faith. Yet in itself,
theology is only a set of ideas, and affects the student as the student wishes
it to affect him.

IFTHEOLOGY IS another liberal art,
then it is part of the whole intellectual
arena which is the university's business
to impart. Since knowledge is the university's business, and theologyisknowledge, then theology is the university's
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ersity? European University
business. This holds true for the nonCatholic university just as for the Catholic. Certainly the Catholic university
is best equipped to handle Catholic theology and it should cultivate the asset.
But the question here is whether or not
theology is the specific trait of Catholic

Better

...Worse

by neil dawson
or history as a rule. In Europe students
usually
concentrate on their major and
rrihe morning sun mutely warmed the
antique walls of the University of minor exclusively after the first year.
1
In Europe, the university is designed
neither philosophy nor theology Padua. Then the quiet was broken by
is the reason for Catholic education, the voices of two American students who for the professional. Students are serious
we might wonder why Catholic education were on a short "wonder" tour of
and individualistic. Liberal arts courses
exists at all. No other discipline seems Europe. One exclaimed that the building are taken in the Europeanequivalent of
anywhere near as likely to be so identi- looked like a monastery and that it was our high school. To illustrate, elemenfiably Catholic as these two. It might, terribly small. "It couldn't even hold a tary language courses are taken before
in fact be concluded there is no academ- flea circus, let alone a football stadium; entering the university, the latter offeric necessity for a Catholic university why, back at UCLA ." Before he ing only advanced courses. Because of
when other academically excellent uni- could finish, his companion retorted, a language deficiency in the U.S. high
versities exist.
"Yeah, everything at home is so big, but schools, many European universities require that American students have junOne reason, of course, can be that the here everything is so beautiful."
standing in college before being
ior
Catholic universities must exist as the
type
This
of incident is not uncommon accepted as beginners.
purest remnants and the bestcustodians
among tourists. It reflects two common
of the ancient traditions of Western views: One, that America is superior
other words, the liberal arts backthought. This is true this service to in everything; the other, often expressground
of the American college is
Western civilization is indisputable. But
seeing
Europe for the first
ed by those
considered as being roughly equivalent
what is their purpose here and now—
time, that "Europe has everything."
high school. One defect
what special end do they serve for their
Both these erroneous views have been to the European
in this system is that philosophy is not
students? To put it in a more vital
studied by the majority in either high
way, why should a student go to a Cathschool or university.
olic university?
The European system can be rigid in
resisting some new courses such as
IF THE REASON the Church runs
clinical psychology. But, there may be
schools isnot tobe found inthose schools'
some justification in their view that
curricula, then it must be found, if there
courses like archery are out of place
is a reason at all, in the conditions the
in a university.
student encounters when he is not in
classes. A Catholic university can proIN TEACHING METHODOLOGY the
vide a distinctive environment, even if
European system is supreme. At the
its curriculumis not essentially different
University of London, for example, law
from other universities'. The student can
students take actual court cases as apbenefit from companionship with others
prentices, so that by the time theygradof his own age,can receive personalhelp
uate, they are fully experienced.In some
or guidance from priests and can readily
countries, like France and Italy, the
avail himself of the sacraments. Comlecture system is common. In other
panionship with Catholic peers can lead
countries, there are various combinato friendships and to marriage,and contions of the lecture and the tutorial or
tact with priests can be vital in times
seminar. Oxford University has a comwhen the student first encounters doubts
plete tutorial system where the student
about and insights into his faith. Most
meets with his professor regularly for
important, the Catholic school allows
assignments on an individual basis.
the student to live his faith wholly by
In Germany, there is one exam every
encouraging sacramental participation.
AH these things make for a Catholic carried over into the field of education. two years, but most countries have anlife, yet none admit of being taught in The American university is this, and the nual exams. England is an exception
European one is that, and so it goes. with semi-annual ones. However, Oxford
lectures or seminars.
Actually there is no one system in the follows the continental system of annual
or in Europe. Each university is exams, the theory being that exams
the identifying trait of the Catholic U.S.
unique with strong points and defects.
given too frequently do more harm than
provides,
school is the environment it
However, bearing in mind the many exgood.
then Catholic education is bound to de- ceptions,
one can generalize and see a
The National University of Ireland
vote much attention to it. Many ques- certain pattern.
has an ideal combination of the lecture
unanswered,
being
tions remain
the first
and the tutorial system. In most courses
whether enough attention is being given
MORE OFTEN THAN NOT, the Amer- there is one lecture and one tutorial per
to the religious environments of Catholic ican university has
better equipment for
week. Large lecture theaters hold numuniversities. Another question, equally sports
and for teaching technical courses erous students, who are expected to atimportant, is whether the same effect
such as engineering. It usually has a tend at least two thirds of the lectures,
can be achieved by establishing a Catho- better
of liberal arts courses. but there is no role call. They are free
lic environment (i.e. a Newman Club or In my variety
all university students to come late or leave any lecture early.
something like it), in a secular univer- should opinion,
exposed
be
to survey courses in Most of the tutorials are actually semsity.
philosophy, theology, history,psychology inars rather than strictly tutorials as
Icannot find enough evidence either and perhaps some others such as econat Oxford. They are composed of eight
way to offer confident answers to these omics and biology. In most cases, it
to twelve students who do not merely
questions; but it suffices for the purpose is the U.S. Catholic university alone that
take part in a student-instructor diaof this article to conclude that Catholic makes at least some of these courses logue but actively
discuss among themeducation appears to be identified by the compulsory. For example, an engineer selves any topic relevant
to the course.
living environment it provides and not at an average U.S. or European univer- Although there is an instructor present
by academic courses or curricula.
sity is not required to take philosophy to answer any questions, he is mainly
education, and it apparently is not.

a moderator, encouraging everyone to
participateintelligently.

If

are assigned during lectures
Essays
and tutorials. Students are expected

—

—

In

to do the majority of them in order to be
recommended for the final exam but no
one worries if a few are not done or if
they are handed in late. Detailed criticism is given but the assignments do not
count for any grade. Students are encouraged to be originaland creative. (If
a student has grades to worry about he
is likely to become a conservative conformist.) The surest way to flunk out
on a paper or on the final exam is to give
back notes or text book material without giving detailed logical reasons for
holding a particular position. And a student is free to disagree completely with
anything he has been taught, provided
he can logically defend his position.
Students are encouraged to do independent research on any aspect of the
course which interests them. They may
be given permission to drop all other
work for a few weeks for this purpose if
theresearch is considered valuable. Very
few text books are required as the student is expected to dig out information
on his own, using any source.
(Continued on page 6)
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Challenge the Talented
has a valid and legitimate commitment
to all the students who want to come
The content of any core curriculum here, whether they come to study really
is directly dependent upon the purposes or ostensibly. Yet, Ifeel these two comand goals of the university as they mitments, to the Catholic community at
exist in the mind of the designer. For- largeand to the academicallycommitted
mulation of these purposes and goals student, cannot be efficiently and effecare the sine qua non to any proposal tively pursued simultaneously, as they
of revision.
are being simultaneously pursued presA fundamental question needs to be ently.
asked again by all concerned: What
The serious student is cheated of what
is a university education? Many of the he might be getting by the non-serious
students here are seriously interested in students, either in the formof frustration
studies and want to learn and assimilate or a slower pace or a "watered down"
asmuch as they can while they are here subject matter. At the same time the
so that they can continue their education student who is not serious about study
the rest of their lives. Many other stu- is inconvenienced by being forced to didents are here because of parental pres- gest something which he cannot, or will
sure, because it's expected of them by not, or will only under duress.
I
do not imply that the serious student
their crowd, by "society," or by themselves; many are here because of the cannot get a good education here; insocial atmosphere or the refinement ab- deed he can. But often it is in spite of
sorbed. In other words, for many thisis the university, not because of it.
Ostensibly, the school exists to import
a finishing school.
to its students a fundamental underAT THE SAME TIME the university standing of Christian philosophy which

By Steve Hoycox

Europe + U.Q.

European system although it has re(Continued from page 5)
is still
THE ANNUAL EXAM consists largely tained the semester system. This
the quarter system, however,
of long essays in which students are superior tomany
disadvantages.
tested for total knowledge of particular which has
questions given over a period of about
three weeks. No name appears on the rphe main criticism of American uniexam to avoid the "halo effect" of J. versities is that there is no time for
biased grading. Oral exams are given the student to obtain any more than a
in some courses but only to supplement superficial knowledge. The European
the written exams which are the most student investigates thoroughly every asimportant and which are graded by an pect of his subject. One definition of the
examination board of severalprofessors. lecture in the U.S., which may not be
so far wrong in certain cases, is that
Students who fail can demand a recheck, and if the paper is still a failure, it is the transfer of the notes of the instructor to the notebook of the student
he has an automatic second try. In cases
of sickness he is given a third try, if without any real absorption.Students are
regimented and babied. Exams are connecessary.
stantly thrown at him so that he has
though
are
Even
there
cultural dif- little
time for creativity. He can receive
Europeans
andAmeriferences between
grade merely for not turning in
an
"E"
cans, some aspects of the European sysbeing unprepared for
tem should be adopted in the U.S. Core one paper or for
one
exam.
changes
welcome,
curriculum
are
but a
change in teaching methodology is even
Rather than study for knowledge, the
more important.Harvard University has American student is forced to study for
adopted some of the benefits of the grades. This tends to favor the conform-

Ifeel is a valid and unique contribution
in higher education and one which the
secular university cannot make because
of the laws of our democratic society.

(Volume II

non-committed student should be commensurate with his needs and abilities.
For the committed student Iwould advocate a vital, scholastic, two-year, preplanned liberal arts curriculum, regarding in college.
less of the student's future vocational
Yet many of the students here do not plans. The remainder of his study should
seriously seek that understanding which be given over to a scholastic and comwill enable them to pursue the continu- mitted preparation for his chosen field.
A graduate of Seattle University
um of education life-long.
Hence, Ifeel that the university should should leave with the idea that he is just
divide, establishing a school for those beginning his education, not ending it.
who are academically committed, and Iam convinced that only through a divone for those who are not. In this way idedcurriculum can this attitude be genthe university could fulfill its dual com- erated, can true scholarship progress
mitment effectively and efficiently and and real education begin.
STEVE HAYCOX to a junior majoring in history. He plans to earn his
Ph.D. in theology withhopes of teach-

Assistanteditor
Art work

point average.

IN THE SYSTEM Istudied under in
Europe, there were no grades. You
either passed or failed. Students, when
graduating, however, were given a degree with first, second or third class
honors or merely an ordinary pass. This

Number 3)

_

was determined by the written and oral
examsof the final year.
It is evident that each system of education has advantages over the other.
Surely it would be to our advantage to
complement our assets with some of
those of the system abroad. And in my
opinion, the foreign grade system is one
of the most important assets.
Iam convinced that the grading procedure in the U.S. will change it is a
matter of when. Will Seattle University
be one of the first or one of the last?

ist and to eliminate the creative student,
who is the most valuable to society. With
so many biasing effects, it is easy to
understand why there is a fairly large
margin of error in regard to the grade

—a supplement to the Seattle University Spectator. The opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the Journeyman or Spectator staffs. Students,
faculty, and staff are invited to contribute manuscripts of 1,000 to 2,000 words
on topics of current interest to the University community.

Journeyman editor

CATHOLIC SCHOLARSHIP is at a low
ebb in the United States today. If it is
to become vital, as it should be, and if
the Catholic student is to have the best
possible opportunity and environment,
an encouragingrather than a discouraging one, the university will have to make
some kind of arbitrary division of its
students into two really distinct schools,
committed and non-committed. Just how
a division should be made Iwould not
attempt to say. It will be arbitrary, but
then so is our present grading system.
Being assigned to one school or the other
need not bar a student from changing
schools when his record indicates a
change advisable.
How to make the division is debatable;
that it must be made is certain.
THIS THEN, IS the purpose of a university: To aid in the search for universal truth; to give to the student an impetus and the means to liberalizingeducation. Among the means are environment and curriculum. The core for the

THE JOURNEYMAN

—

neither type of student need be dissatisfied. More important, scholarship would
progress.
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.300 Average:

New Chieftain Hits Hard

By CHUCK HATHAWAY

after playing for the Cheney
Studs last summer. Through the

A promising new player on
the S.U. baseball team this year
is George Vanni.
He has already become a big
factor in the Chieftains batting

The S.U. golf squad downed the Pacific Lutheran
influence of the S.U. baseball
Lutes 18-0 yesterday at Parkland Course in Tacoma. The
players who play summer ball
victory gave the team a 5-1 record for the season.
for the Studs, coupled with that
of Ed O'Brien, last year's baseToday at 1p.m. the S.U. duffers will DUt their recball coach at S.U. Vanni deattack.
ord on the block when they parcided to transfer to S.U. for his
ticipate in a triangular match
COMPETITION will be tough
nexttwo years of college.
WITH THE Chieftains, Vanni
with the U.W. and the Univer- for the Chiefs as their only loss
sity of Oregon. The match will this season came at the hands has been a starting outfielder,
HE HAS PLAYED three seabe played at Inglewood.
of the U.W. team. Also, the playing in all fields. Vanni also
sons
with the Studs. Last year
caught
U.W. finished second and the
for one game this year.
Vanni traveled to the national
University of Oregon fourth in
Vanni's batting average for
semi-pro tournament with the
to
the Northern California Inter- the Chiefs is an even .300 on
Studs who placed second. He
collegiate golf match, a meet 12 hits, including one home
went to the same tournament
in which S.U. placed ninth.
run and three doubles. He has
with the Studs when he was only
squad
The S.U. tennis
will
16 and competed against older
Bill Meyer led the Chieftains scored nine runs and batted in
play the University of Oregon at to the attack yesterdayby shoot- another 11 runs.
players. The Studs took second
If the name Vanni has a fami1:30 p.m. today at the Ever- ing a one-under-par 69 to capplace in the tournament that
green Tennis Club.
ture medalist honors. Tom liar ring for Seattle baseball
year also.
The team will be trying for Storey and Doug Clark shot 72's fans, it is because his uncle is
Other baseball achievements
*its fifth victory.
while John Shanley and John Edo Vanni, the new manager of
of Vanni include two seasons
The netmenmeet OregonState Akinhad rounds of 73. PatLewis the Seattle Rainiers.
with Clark Oil in the Connie
University at 1:30 p.m.Saturday shot a 75.
League. The Clark squad
Mack
George
Vanni
at the Evergreen Tennis Club.
VANNI is a 5-11, 160-pound
won the national championship
Bill Apopsowicz, who injured
STOREY is still in the num- junior from Seattle. He attended
in 1960, with Vanni's help. In
foot in the last match, will ber one spot on the S.U. team, Queen Anne High School, where also started on the basketball that same season he was chosen
Jhis
be able to compete. X-rays have averaging 72 strokes a game. he was a two-sport man, playing squad in his junior and senior as a Connie Mack All-American.
shown he does have a cracked Shanley is in the number two baseball and basketball.
years as a guard.
After his graduation from
bone in his foot but will still be position, averaging 75 strokes
Vanni was Queen Anne's startS.U. Vanni hopes to pursue his
ready to play.
ing catcher for four years. He
a game.
AT YAKIMA VALLEY Junior major, education. He wants to
College, Vanni playedin the out- teach on the secondary level in
field and behind the plateon the Washington State.
baseball team. His batting averVanni also plans to coach. He
age was .350 in his freshman says it doesn't make much difyear and .320 last year.
ference what he coaches but he
Vanni came to S.U. this year leans towards basketball.

Meet
Netmen
Oregon Schools

ITS TRADE 'N'TRAVELTIME AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER'S

Intramural Golf, Tennis
Competition to Begin
Men's intramural golf and Bobby Green - Fr. Robert Reb-

tennis play begins this weekend
at S.U.
The golfers will play at either
the Jackson or Jefferson golf
courses. The competing pairs
will play 18 holes with the winner being determined by the

lowest score.

hahn,

S.J.
The intramural tennis competitors can play at any local court.
Winners will be determined by
the best of three sets. The tennis results must be turned in to
Walker Wednesday afternoon.
The tennis foes are Mike
Chastek-Dennis Brown; Bill

The golfers must keep two Myer-Fred Bruener; Ernie Balscorecards which are to be lard-Tom Gallagher; Brian Mcturned in to Bruce Walker, in- Mahon-Charlie Gilligan; Lenny
tramural assistant, in Bellar- Beil-Bob Scott; Chuck Owen-Bill
mine 619 by Monday afternoon. Bradley; Dan Leahy-Mike
Schreck; Tom Bangasser-Tony DiTHE GOLF pairings are: Re; William Battmer-Bill EiArt Eastman-Charlie Gilligan; siminger, Bruce Walker Dick
Fred Williams -Jim Stephens; Ambrose; Bob Alexander-Jerry
Mike Stimson Mike Markert; Tardie and Perrin Cornell-Keith
Ray Liedtke-Don Micklitsch; Kragelund.
Mick McDonald Jim Hamm;
THE FOUR leagues in men's
intramural tennis will play a
five-match round-robin. Thebest
players from each league will
play off for the league cham-

-

-

-

pionship.

Women's intramural tennis

competition will begin next

weekend.

GAME RAINED OUT
The S.U.-Yakima baseball
double-header scheduled for
Wednesday was cancelledbecause of rain. The games
will be rescheduled for a
later date, to be announced.

" ""

Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. the
Chiefs will play Pacific Lutheran a double-header. The
games will be televised over
Channel 13.
Sport Coupes above; Corvette Sting Ray, Chevy IINova,Corvair Monza, Chevelle Malibu, Chevrolet Impala.
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luxury Jet-smooth Chevrolet,for example. This beautyrivals just about any car in styling,
performance and comfort. Or try a totally new type of travel in the youthfully styled
x^===s=^====:s^\ Chevelle. Lots of room inside— yet nicely sized for easy handling.
<C JMJOm~ /' Now thrifty Chevy II has hill-flattening power. Unique Corvair
oflers extra power that accents its road-hugging rear engine traction.
jj matL^^MM | -^
'ting Corvette speaks for itself.
'N'TRAVEL\\ nc neexc
(I//TRADETIME
cs ' r'Bntr'8nt now s new car time. T-N-T Time. Time to get the most
))
6= =s^==
=^! 6
!^ fun from a new car. To get a great trade on your old one. To get a
big choice at your Chevrolet dealer's.Come on in!
ronT>«e«MTKK!Mw«i*«fo«Mi»i
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CHECK THE TNTDEALS ONCHEVROLET ■ CHEVELLE ■ CHEVY II■ CORVAIR ANDCORVETTE NOW AT YOURCHEVROLET DEALER'S

WELCOME S.U. BOWLERS

RAINIER
— Friendliest"60" LANES
—
In The West
Ample Parking
Snack Bar
OPEN 24 HOURS

Max's Pro Shop
Complete Line of Bowling Equipment
2901 ■ 27th So.

V* Block South of Ball Park

PA 2-0900

Smoke Signals

Sunday
Late Sleepers Beware: Time Change Coming
mm
■

A X Psi pledge meeting, 7 p.m.,

Today

A X Psi House. All pledges are
required to attend.

Lecture by John Brent Mills,
1:30 p.m., Barman Aud.

Monday

"Potpourri," activities board
dance, 9 p.m. to midnight. Chief-

Chemistry Club movie, "Molecular Vibrations, 7:30 p.m., Barman 509.
Filing for senate and class elections, 12:30-1:30 p.m., ASSU office.

tain.

Tomorrow
International Club skating par-

ty, 8 p.m., Crossroads Ice Arena.
Meet 7:30 p.m., for transportation. Open to all.
Saturday Night Discussion.

Students who are fond of sleeping in late on
Sunday mornings, or perhaps of keeping late
hours on Saturday nights, are in for a confusing "time" next Sunday unless they make a
little advance preparation.
The preparation, of course, is to set the
clocks ahead one hour Saturday night. At 2 a.m.

"*

Sunday Washington State will change from
standard to daylight-saving time.
The result will be an extra hour of daylight
each day until next fall when the use of standard time will be resumed.
Don't forget— set your clocks AHEAD one
hour Saturday night.

Tuesday
An explanation of social service
opportunities at St. Louis University, 8 p.m. LA 210.
Filing for senate and class offi-

Prof. Leo deAlvarez' lecture has
been cancelled. He was scheduled
to speak in the Bellarmine snack
bar.

ces, 12:30-1:30 p.m., ASSU office.

Last of MUN's foreign film

series, "The Crucible," by Arthur Miller, 7:30 p.m., Pigott Aud.

Sunday
Washington State changes to
daylight-saving time, 2 a.m. Set
clocks AHEAD one hour.

I
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8

Young Democrats meeting, 7:30
p.m., Barman Aud. Guest speaker
will be Fred Dore, state senator.

CLASSIFIED ADS

|

RENTALS

MISCELLANEOUS

WELL- FURNISHED, two -bedroom, fireplaces, central location, utilities included Rental
$125. EA 5-0026.
RENT FREE until May. Gracious
English brick, one-bedroom and
bachelor apartment. Nicely furnished, heat, garage. 420 13th
E.. EA 4-4296

MOVING, must sell 1953 MGTD,
best cash offer over $600. AD

2-2871.
FOR SALE: '51 Chev, excellent
condition. ME 2-0387.
■
SKIERS: Found last trip: Overn'gnt bag
boy's pajamas,
cards, tennies. Call Marycrest
417, 308, 319.
LARGE, furnished, two-bedroom
apartment. Laundry. $65 mo. HEAD SKIS: 611" with bindings,
l*e new, best offer. Gary, LA
1609 E. Columbia
4-1037.
FURNISHED apartment for rent,
cozy, private, complete. For
m
"m>ine
iwnu
employed or student adult. Fine
bed, lovely ranee $50. EA
4-0956.
TECHNICAL Secretarial Service,
faculty and student manuEXCHANGE room and board for
scripts. IBM Executive— typing
nightly and weekendchild care.
symbols. Experienced, reasonPrivate room and shower; on
able, pick-up and delivery. Call
Kay Russell, VA 2-0242 (Kirk—
~ S.U. busline. EA 2-3734.
land Evenings and Sunday,
to» nDDAßTmiifprce
OPPORTUNITIES
JOB
va 2-1795 (work).
MARRIED COUPLE: Nice two- TYPING, my home. Stencils, manbedroom unfurnished apartment
uscripts and theses etc 1014
and all utilities free; for man25th E.,
- EA 5-8493.
agement of 18-unit apartment
For
term papers, manuTHESES,
house close to S.U.
more
script typing. Mrs. Rich, WE
information call Charles Adams, MA 3-5090, 8 a.m. -5 p.m.
7-2423.

—
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The "Progress Corps"
comes to the Fair
Take 5 ... and swing out refreshed.
—
Coca-Cola with its bright lively lift,
big bold taste,
never too sweet — refreshes best.
things gO

better,!

LoKe^w
Bottled under the

authority of The

Company by:

Coca-Cola
Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Seattle, Wn.

General Electric men and women
have been gatheringat the New York
World's Fair, bringing the latest developments from the wonderful
world of electricity.
They've made their pavilion Progressland — entertaining. It's a
bright show, enhanced by the master
showmanship of Walt Disney.
But, more than that, it's your
chance to see, as inno other way, the
career opportunities offered in the
electrical industry. For here, under
one huge dome, is assembled a full
range of the electrical ideas that are
helping millions of people throughout
the world progress toward better
lives.Ideas that come from the people
at General Electric, who form a real
"Progress Corps."
There are new electronic ideas for
medicine that promise better patient

care in our hospitals. Ideas for more
efficient factories, less-congested
transportation, better community
lighting, increased highway safety,
and morecomfortable living at home.
And there's the first large-scale pubHe demonstration of nuclear fusion
-the energy process of the sun.
For you, Progressland is a rare
chance to see what General Electric
can offer in terms of a meaningful
career in engineering, finance, marketing, law, sales and many other
specialties.
If this looks like your career path,
talk to your placement director. He
can help qualified people begin their
careers atGeneral Electric,
Progress Is OurMost ImportantProduct

afS^
n
n
GENERAL %0
ELECTRIC

